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I have seen many dance performances, most of them in opera houses or dance
theatres, occasionally in galleries, and sometimes even on the street. I didn't expect
so many surprises until I attended La Visita by the Belgian dance troupe Peeping
Tom at the Collezione Maramotti in Reggio Emilia. I've had some experience with
experimental dance before, but I didn't expect to be so wrong this time.

La Visita - winner of this year's prestigious Van Cleef & Arpels for Ballet - was
commissioned by Fondazione I Teatri in collaboration with Collezione Maramotti, and
supported by fashion house Max Mara. Max Mara's founder, Achille Maramotti, started his
own brand and business in his hometown of Reggio Emilia in 1951.

In late 2007, Maramotti opened his art collection to the public at the former Max Mara
headquarters in Reggio Emilia. In 2009, the Collezione Maramotti began to collaborate
with the Aperto Festival, commissioning the creation of dance performances.
Aperto Festival centers on contemporary music and dance, but also touches on the fields
of art, literature and science and technology. The Trisha Brown Dance Company was the
first dance group to perform at the Collezione Maramotti, and two years later, the famous
Chinese-American choreographer Shen Wei performed here. In addition, the "Wayne
McGregor Random Dance" project, Saburo Teshigawara and Dimitris Papaioannou will be
held every two years. Performed at an art festival, these performances have been hugely
successful, attracting numerous audiences from the arts and dance worlds, as well as
other interdisciplinary audiences.

In 2016, the founder of Peeping Tom, choreographer Gabriela Carrizo created Moeder
(Mother). Moeder and Vader (Father) and Kind (Son) make up the trilogy. In Moeder the
stage becomes a delivery room, funeral home, recording studio, and art gallery, as if
presenting a lifetime to the audience. After the huge success of Moeder, Carrizo was keen
to work within the space of the museum. Collezione Maramotti jumped at the opportunity
and invited Carrizo to its space. At the same time, Carrizo also received an invitation from
the Museum of Fine Art in Antwerp, but due to the renovation of the museum, Carrizo had

to wait until the museum reopened before being able to perform. The Peeping Tom I saw
at Collezione Maramotti became the premiere of the ballet in the gallery space.

Carrizo couldn't be more excited about working in the gallery space. However,
shortly after accepting the commission, the outbreak broke out and all gal leries were
temporarily closed. Faced with this situation, Carrizo began to imagine what would
happen to a work of art when no one came to see it. In order to depict the scene
when the museum is closed, in La Visita, only the space where the performance
takes place is lit, the rest are kept dark and the audience cannot enter.
According to the plot in the choreography, with no viewers, the artwork begins to rot,
discolour and wither. Amazingly, the paint in the painting even started dripping off
the canvas. In a way, these artworks began to come alive, their own life. To save
the rotting paintings, the museum director decided to remove them from the walls.
However, everyone working in the museum, from security to cleaners, is desperately
trying to save the last, human space where art can still be seen. Although these
self-destructive arts are beyond redemption. Although works of art are endowed with
human qualities, in this environment, people can also become works of art, just as in
the museum, the only visitor played by the dancer Liu Yijun from Taiwan, China, is
wrapped like a piece of art product, ready to be shipped.

In La Visita, Carrizo brings all the Collezione Maramotti landmarks, works of art, as well as
security guards and cleaners into the performance. The audience follows the performers
from one place to another. From Claudio Parmiggiani's 1989 installation Caspar David
Friedrich to Eric Fischl's 1999 painting The Philosopher's Chair, Carrizo especially
selected paintings with figures from the collection as the background for the performance.
She chose Eric Fishl's paintings because the portraits that people can really focus on are
actually quite blurry, maybe because they're disappearing.

Another highlight of the performance is the reproduction of Francesco Hayez's 1850
painting Meditazione sulla storia d'Italia (Meditations on Italian History). The painting
depicts a scantily clad young teenage girl, with whom a security guard hopelessly falls in
love with. While Hayez's painting does not belong to Collezione Maramotti, artist Michael
Van Ofen used it as inspiration for his 2013 solo exhibition at the gallery.

From room to room, the viewer is constantly confronted with multiple artifacts or replicas,
unable to distinguish between the real and the surreal. Peeping Tom breaks the shackles
of realism and begins to challenge the logic of time, space and emotion. The audience has
become a witness or voyeur, taken into the realm of the subconscious, unearthing
nightmares, fears and desires. Sara Piccinini, director of Collezione Maramotti, remembers
that when she first received an offer to invite Peeping Tom, the gallery immediately
accepted it. That was in early 2020, when the pandemic was about to ravage the planet.

In addition to selecting exhibits from the collection, Carrizo also invited cleaners and
security guards to participate. Their performance is so natural that the audience can't tell
whether they are real staff or actors with superb acting skills. When Carrizo put forward
these ideas to the employees, the cleaning staff responded enthusiastically from the
beginning, but the security guards were a little bit shy. After two days of rehearsal,
everyone was very happy to participate. According to Piccinini, after the last performer
finished the performance, they all shed tears because it was a very different experience for
them and they felt very nervous.
When asked about the meaning of this performance for Collezione Maramotti, Piccinini
replied: “It is very meaningful because it is very interesting and has different perspectives
of a narrative, it is basically a static and permanent visual heritage."

Of course, everyone's point of view is so different, but for me, for someone visiting an art
gallery or exhibition space, having direct contact with dancers is a very special
experience. The physical experience is so intense when you stand at the same height as
the dancers, sometimes only a meter or two apart, it's totally different from watching them
in a theatre or other space, here allows you to see interpretations of the same thing in a
different way, a new meaning and a new level are expressed. That's why performances in
gallery spaces are so interesting.

